Advances in information retrieval (IR) technologies have led to the development of such tools as AltaVista and Google, which give information seekers a starting point for their searches. However, in many cases, manual browsing through even a limited portion of the relevant information is no longer effective. The problem originates not in the IR technologies, but rather in the volumes of information available via the Web and the generality of the term-frequency approach to searches. For any given query, there are often simply too many relevant documents for the human client to process the information efficiently.

Over the past five years, we have been developing a Web-based, resource-bounded, information-gathering agent—called BIG, for Bounded Information Gathering—to support a human decision process. Although its techniques are general enough to apply to a wide range of domains, BIG specifically helps clients pick software packages. For example, a client can instruct BIG to recommend a database package for Windows 98 and specify constraints on both the search process and the product characteristics. BIG will then formulate a plan, locate and extract relevant information from both structured and unstructured documents, and return a recommendation to the client, along with supporting data.

The BIG system and its performance are well documented. We give a brief overview of how it works in the sidebar on p. 51, "BIG Agent Architecture and Information-Gathering Scenario," but our focus here is on a recently developed capability, namely, to schedule information-gathering activity in a way that controls the money spent on acquiring information from sites that charge a fee for access. This capability supports an “information marketplace” on the Web, which we feel will eventually supersede (but obviously not completely replace) the current model of free information access supported by advertising fees.

BIG is an information-gathering agent that processes Web documents to create product models and recommend purchases based on user selection criteria. New capabilities support sophisticated controls on the money spent to acquire information from sites that charge an access fee.
In fact, a number of sites already charge access fees for information that is (theoretically) screened for quality. Such information could be especially useful to an intelligent agent in systems like BIG, which support purchasing and other high-level decisions. These decisions require extensive information gathering and high confidence in the extracted information that make the potential increased accuracy worth paying for.

Recent work on digital libraries supports this view of an information economy. Though the work we report here does not emphasize a marketplace model for negotiating the costs of information acquisition, our basic approach will support this more dynamic costing model.

**INFORMATION GATHERING ON THE WEB**

This new capability fits very nicely with BIG's existing ability to control both the end-to-end time to gather information and the balance between the information's scope/coverage and the resulting decision's precision. From the perspective of the software domain, this balance refers to the number of products discovered and analyzed versus the amount of detailed and overlapping information gathered on each product and used to make the final decision.

More generally, BIG is designed with the view that information gathering on the Web must be resource-bounded and that different degrees and dimensions of resource boundedness are appropriate in different situations. Figure 1 shows the user interface for a typical query/response search episode. The client's initial query directed BIG to search for a word-processing package for Windows; the search process itself was to take no more than 10 minutes and cost no more than $3. The user could set additional preferences in the quality attributes window shown at the bottom of the figure, but in this case has assigned equal weight to all preferences. The right panel in the main screen shows that a decision was returned to the user after approximately eight minutes; the center panel shows some of BIG's characterization of both the selected product and the overall decision process.

Much of BIG's strength is derived from its use of AI mechanisms to dynamically integrate a variety of information-retrieval and -gathering techniques.

- Like a metasearch engine (for example, Zurfrider at http://www.zurf.com/), BIG may use multiple Web search tools to locate information.
- Unlike the metasearch engines, BIG learns about products over time and reasons about the time, cost and quality trade-offs of different Web search options.
- Like a personal information agent (for example, Robosurfer at http://www.robosurfer.com/), BIG actively gathers documents on the Web by using search engines and following chains of...
BIG Agent Architecture and Information-Gathering Scenario

Figure A shows the major BIG agent architecture components:

- **Resun planner**—a blackboard-based interpretation planner that is the domain expert and driving force behind the information-gathering and decision-making process (from Resolving Sources of UNcertainty).
- **Information extractors**—text-extraction tools use a variety of techniques to process free-format text, converting it into structured data.
- **Document classifiers**—text-processing filters quickly qualify text before sending it on to the information extractors, thus eliminating unrelated documents before more complex techniques are used on them.
- **Server information database**—a local database of information sources stores qualitative data, such as average server response time and cost, which are used in generating information-gathering plans.
- **Object database**—a local database stores product information during the construction of product models, including information learned from prior searches.
- **Design-to-Criteria (DTC) scheduler**—an agent-control problem solver enables BIG to meet deadlines and cost restrictions by selecting an appropriate course of action from a problem-solving model.
- **TAEMS modeling language**—a Task Analysis, Environment Modeling, and Simulation language is used to quantify and model an agent's problem-solving behaviors for the DTC scheduler.
- **Task assessor**—a software module manages the interface between the Resun opportunistic planner and the DTC scheduler, converting the problem-solving process generated by Resun into a TAEMS structure usable by DTC.

The control and information flow in a BIG scenario begins with input through the user interface to the Resun planner, which formulates a rough description of the information needed to generate a useful decision. The task assessor uses these information requirements to generate a TAEMS model, which organizes and quantifies a set of high-level information-gathering plans.

The DTC scheduler decides which high-level plan is most appropriate and how best to plan activities based on user-specified performance criteria. Resun uses the schedule to begin information retrieval, culling data from online databases, search engines, or static Web pages. Document classifiers quickly categorize and rate the resulting information; documents passing this phase can then be processed by information extractors, which attempt to distill the data into a concise record.

The interpreted data is used to generate product models, which are incrementally improved over time. At the end of the process, the user's product specification input is used to select the most appropriate product from the set generated on the blackboard.
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Figure A. The BIG agent architecture includes seven main components for planning, scheduling, informational retrieval, text processing, knowledge management, and decision making.
AGENTS ON THE NET

Like shopping agents (for example, Jango at http://www.jango.com), BIG gathers information to support a decision process. However, BIG differs in its complex decision process and its runtime information-processing facilities.

BIG is related to the Warren 7 multiagent portfolio management system, which also retrieves and processes information, but differs in several areas: its reasoning about the trade-offs among alternative ways to gather information, its use of gathered information to drive further gathering activities, its bottom-up and top-down directed processing, and its explicit representation of sources of uncertainty associated with both inferred and extracted information.

In the remainder of this article, we discuss the general framework that allows BIG to make resource-bounded decisions that organize its processing to achieve cost objectives. Then we present detailed experimental data indicating how BIG reorganizes its search process to live within specific monetary constraints on how much can be spent on accessing information useful in making a software purchasing decision.

PLANNING FOR RESOURCE BOUNDS

BIG addresses time and cost limitations by using a domain-independent agent scheduler, the Design-to-Criteria scheduler. The expertise of BIG's DTC scheduler lies in analyzing an agent's candidate set of problem-solving actions and choosing a course of action for the agent that meets complex, multi-dimensional design criteria. In BIG, the design criteria specify the relative importance of solution completeness and coverage, as well as the restrictions on cost and time. DTC achieves domain independence through the Task Analysis, Environment Modeling, and Simulation (TAEMS) task-modeling framework, which describes and quantifies key activities and decision points in the agent's problem-solving process.

The DTC scheduling problem has commonalities with both classic scheduling and planning problems. One aspect of scheduling a TAEMS task structure is deciding which alternative tasks to perform or which methods to use to achieve a particular objective; the other aspect is determining the best sequence in which to perform the activities. We not only order the activities; we can concurrently schedule nonlocal activities. For example, new document-retrieval requests to Web search engines can be scheduled simultaneously with the local processing of documents already retrieved.

This element of choice in BIG's problem-solving process gives DTC the room to maneuver and address resource limitations. Without this flexibility, BIG's problem-solving behavior would not be adjustable to different resource situations.

TAEMS is a domain-independent task-modeling framework used to describe and reason about complex problem-solving processes. TAEMS models are used in multiagent coordination research and are currently deployed in many research projects, including cooperative information gathering, collaborative distributed design, intelligent home environments, and software process coordination. Typically, a problem solver represents domain problem-solving actions in TAEMS, possibly at some level of abstraction, and then passes the TAEMS models on to agent control problem solvers like the DTC scheduler.

TAEMS models are hierarchical abstractions of problem-solving processes that describe alternative ways of accomplishing a desired goal; they represent major tasks and major decision points, interactions between tasks, and resource constraints but they do not describe the intimate details of each primitive action. All primitive actions in TAEMS, called methods, are statistically characterized via discrete probability distributions in three dimensions:

- quality is a deliberately abstract domain-independent concept that describes the contribution of a particular action to overall problem solving;
- cost describes the financial or opportunity cost inherent in performing the action; and
- duration describes the amount of time that the action modeled by the method will take to execute.

Uncertainty in each of these dimensions is implicit in the performance characterization. Thus, agents can reason about the certainty of particular actions as well as their quality, cost, and duration trade-offs. Task structure programmers or problem-solver gen-
To illustrate, consider Figure 2. This simplified subgraph of a BIG-generated task structure conceptualizes the portion of the information-gathering process that pertains to constructing models or objects of commercial products. The top-level task is to construct product models of retail PC systems. Task interactions are critical to BIG’s behavior model.

Returning to the example, Get-Basic has two methods, joined under the sum() quality-accumulation function, which defines how performing the subtasks relates to performing the parent task. In this case, either method or both may be employed to achieve Get-Basic. In general, a TAEMS task structure represents a family of plans, rather than a single plan, where the different paths through the network exhibit different statistical characteristics or trade-offs.

Given the process described in Figure 2, DTC can construct custom schedules for BIG to meet its current situation. Even this simple task structure gives DTC room to adapt BIG’s problem solving. Figure 3 (next page) shows four different schedules constructed for different BIG clients that have different objectives and criteria:

- **Schedule A** is constructed for a client that has both time and financial resources; the user is simply interested in maximizing overall solution quality.
- **Schedule B** is constructed for a client that wants a free solution.
- **Schedule C** is constructed for a client interested in trading off quality, duration, and cost equally.
- **Schedule D** meets the needs of a client interested in maximizing quality while meeting a hard deadline of seven minutes.

Note that schedule D is actually preferred over a schedule that includes method Query-and-Extract-PC-Connection, even though said method has a...
Schedule A — Client has no resource limitations; maximize quality.

Quality distribution: 

(0.02 0.00)(0.00 8.50)(0.00 10.00)(0.02 8.50)(0.04 28.50)(0.02 30.00)(0.18 38.50)(0.01 40.00)

Expected quality: 55.34
Cost distribution: (1.00 2.00)
Expected cost: 2.00
Finish time distribution: (0.09 9.00)(0.35 1.00)(0.03 1.66)(0.47 12.00)(0.05 15.00)
Expected finish time: 11.50

Schedule B — Client is interested in a free solution.

Quality distribution: 

(0.02 0.00)(0.02 8.50)(0.01 10.00)(0.07 18.50)(0.16 28.50)

Expected quality: 33.29
Cost distribution: (1.00 0.00)
Expected cost: 0.00
Finish time distribution: (0.1 6.00)(0.38 8.00)(0.04 8.45)(0.31 9.00)(0.17 10.00)
Expected finish time: 8.4

Schedule C — Client requests an even trade-off between quality, cost, and duration.

Quality distribution: 

(0.20 0.00)(0.08 10.00)(0.72 30.00)

Expected quality: 22.40
Cost distribution: (1.00 0.00)
Expected cost: 0.00
Finish time distribution: (0.15 4.00)(0.30 5.00)(0.35 6.00)(0.20 7.00)
Expected finish time: 5.60

Schedule D — Client wishes to maximize quality while meeting a hard deadline of 7 minutes.

Quality distribution: 

(0.10 0.00)(0.29 8.50)(0.61 38.50)

Expected quality: 25.88
Cost distribution: (1.00 2.00)
Expected cost: 2.00
Finish time distribution: (0.09 5.00)(0.09 5.00)(0.72 6.00)(0.01 6.05)(0.09 8.00)
Expected finish time: 6.05

Figure 3. Custom schedules for the information-gathering task structure.
est quality within the cost and time limits. However, meeting cost limits were given a much higher priority than meeting time limits. Thus, the time limit may not be met in every schedule produced by DTC.

Table 2 (next page) shows the different schedules constructed for cost thresholds of $0, $1, $3, $6, and $9. In this table, a “Y” in a row indicates that the method in that row is included in the schedule with a specific cost threshold. For example, method Query_To_Netsales is only used in the schedule where the cost threshold is nine dollars.

When the search cost threshold is $0, the BIG system first makes a query to the free site “zdnet” to get low-quality, basic product information; it then chooses seven text-processing methods to process information (these methods are also free). Next, it elects to query a free review site, “cybout review,” to get review information. Finally, it makes a decision based on the available information.

In contrast, when given the search cost threshold of $1, the system makes an extra query to the “pczone” site that charges $0.8 and gains access to medium-quality information. When the search cost threshold increases to $3, the system spends $2 on the “benchin” review site to get high-quality information. Given $6, the system queries three product sites: “zdnet,” “pczone,” and “pcmall.” It also queries the “benchin” site twice for different review information: company reviews and user reviews. With a searching cost of $9, the system chooses to query all five product sites and three review methods.

In all five cases, the method “Review_Finder” is not chosen because its quality-to-cost ratio is lower relative to other alternatives.

### Experimental Results

We ran experiments with five different given cost thresholds.
The information quality (IQ) column reflects the quality of the information sources that contributed to the decision; IQ increases according to the searching cost because high-quality sites charge a higher fee than lower quality sites. The next column denotes the extraction processing accuracy per object (PA), supplied in part by the information-processing tools. This characteristic is not affected by the searching cost, because our text-processing tools are cost-independent. Decision confidence (DC), generated by a Resun knowledge source called the decision maker, reflects the likelihood that the selected product is the best choice among the entire set of products considered. This value is based on the quality distributions of each product, and represents the chance that the expected quality is correct; it is not directly related to search cost thresholds.

Note also that it is quite possible to find the best product without spending any money at all. In this example we just illustrate that it is more likely that BIG will find a better product as a result of purchasing higher quality information.
CONCLUSIONS

The BIG system can be organized to account for complex resource-bounded constraints on its activities. In this article, we have shown the feasibility of developing complex information-gathering agents that can adjust their behavior on the basis of available processing and monetary resources. We believe that we are moving toward an information marketplace that charges for access to valuable information. As agents develop the ability to not only retrieve documents but also process their contents, the capabilities we have explored in BIG may become the norm.

The basic architecture we have laid out for resource-bounded reasoning will also be appropriate when the prices for accessing information are dynamically arrived at based on a direct negotiation with an information provider or through an auction. The DTC scheduler can be used to assess the expected effects of certain information costs on the overall decision process of an agent. This analysis is a key component in the agent deciding a reasonable price to pay for specific information and comparing alternative bids from other sites that may have different quality and coverage attributes.
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